
Bilateral Butterfly
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Directions

 Explain bilateral symmetry 
 Give each student a cut out butterfly
(see template).
 Have students fold the paper in half.
 Open the folded paper and identify
the crease as the line of symmetry
that bisects the butterfly.
 Using sponge brushes, dab paint
onto one side of the butterfly’s
wings. (Or, use Crayola Paint
Stampers for less mess)
 Fold the wings together and press
firmly with hands. 
 Open the wings to reveal the
symmetrical pattern on the wings. 
 Allow the paint to dry. If at an
outside event, keep folded until
home.
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Connecting Children to Agriculture

Learn about bilateral symmetry and
pollinators while making a butterfly!

Supplies
8 ½” x 11”paper (white or pastel)
 Scissors 
Butterfly template (attached)
Assorted tempura paints OR Crayola
Paint Stampers
Sponge paint brushes
Black pipe cleaners (optional)
Glue (optional)

Extension
For older students, allow them to
create the butterfly’s body using
black pipe cleaners. Remember to
show the body parts (head, thorax,
and abdomen) as well as antennae on
the head and six legs on the thorax.





Critter Munch
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Directions

 Discuss the sounds that each animal
makes. 
 Talk about what type of food each
animal eats. 
 Point out that cereals are made from
grains including corn and wheat. 
 Share that many animals also eat
fruits and nuts. 
 Fill bowls with each type of food.
Place a spoon in each bowl. 
 Have students wash and dry hands
before creating critter munch. 
 Assist children in putting 1 spoon full
of each type of food into a snack bag. 
 Munch on the critter munch. 
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Connecting Children to Agriculture

Explore what types of food animals
eat by making a delicious snack bag!  

Supplies
Snack size Baggies 
Corn Cereal Squares 
Cheerio Cereal 
Popcorn 
Raisins/Dried Fruit 
Bowls 
Spoons

Extension

Read "Kelly's Big Day" by Tammy
Maxey OR "Right This Very Minute"
by Lisl H. Detlefsen



My Little
Greenhouse
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Directions

Discuss with children the necessary
conditions for seed germination – air,
water, warmth
Have students color and cut out their
greenhouses. Cut along the dotted
lines of the greenhouse to make a
window.
Take about 3 cotton balls and lightly
spray with water.
 Place cotton balls along the bottom
of the baggie. 
Place a seed in the middle of each
cotton ball. You may choose to use
different seeds if you would like to
compare/contrast plant growth. 
Seal the baggie and tape behind the
greenhouse.
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Connecting Children to Agriculture

Learn about germination by making
your own My Little Greenhouse!

Supplies
template (attached)
cotton balls
spray bottle with water
seeds
crayons, markers 
tape
sandwich-size plastic baggie

Extension
Read "How Did That Get in My
Lunchbox" by Christine Butterworth
or "What's in the Garden" by Marianne
Berkes





Birthday Cow
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Directions

 Use a paper plate to form the cow’s
head. 
 Cut out and glue on ears, eyes, and
nose. 
 Have students cut out black spots,
one for each year of their age. Glue
onto plate.  
 Ear tags are used to keep track of
farm animals. Have students cut out a
square of construction paper for an
ear tag. 
 Assign each month a different color.
Have student’s write the numerals for
their birthday on it. 
 Attach ear tags to one of the ears.
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Connecting Children to Agriculture

Learn about dairy farmers while
making a birthday cow!

Supplies
White paper plates 
 Black circles to represent spots 
Colored construction paper 
Yarn
Markers/crayons/colored pencils
Scissors 
Glue

Extension
Read "Tales of the Dairy Godmother:
Chuck's Ice Cream Wish" by Viola
Butler OR "Clarabelle" by Cris
Peterson



Bumblebee
Bookmarks
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Directions

Discuss with children why bees are so
important to farmers. Point out that
many of the foods that they enjoy are
pollinated by bees. 
Give each child a wooden craft stick.
Use the yellow and black markers to
color alternating sections of yellow
and black on the stick to create the
bee’s body. 
Glue to yellow pom-pom to the top of
the stick. Then glue 2 eyes to the
pompom. 
Twist a white pipe cleaner around the
middle of the stick to form wings. 
Cut a 2 inch piece off of the black pipe
cleaner. Twist it around the top of the
stick to create the antennae. 
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Connecting Children to Agriculture

Learn about what a pollinator is while
making a bumblebee bookmark!

Supplies
Wooden craft sticks 
Black and white pipe cleaners
 “Googly” eyes 
Craft glue 
Yellow and black markers 
Large yellow pom-poms

Extension

Read " These Bees Count" by Alison
Formento OR "Bea's Bees" by
Katherine Pryor and Ellie Peterson


